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QNoQuestion Option Correct
1 As the ventricles begin to contract isovolumetrically, Mitral valve opens

Aortic valve opens

All valves are open

All valves are closed Correct

2 For an action potential generation in a healthy individual cell, select the appropriate sequence Stimulus, Na+ channel opens, Na+

closes, K+ channel opens
Correct

Stimulus, Na+ channel opens, K+

channel opens, Na+ closes

Stimulus, K+ channel opens, Na+

channel opens, Na+ closes

Stimulus, Na+ channel opens, K+

opens

3 The rate and depth of breathing is controlled by Ventral respiratory group

Dorsal respiratory group

Pneumotaxic center Correct

Both, Ventral respiratory group
and Dorsal respiratory group

4 An action potential arriving at the __________ of an axon provokes the discharge of __________ into the
__________. These can then diffuse towards the ___________ and bind with __________.

Synapse, neurotransmitters, cleft,
receptors, tranporter proteins

Pre-synaptic terminal, calcium
ions, synapse, pre-synaptic
surface, receptors

Postsynaptic knob, calcium ions,
synapse, axon, transporter
proteins

Pre-synaptic terminal,
neurotransmitters, synapse, post-
synaptic surface, receptors

Correct

5 Asynergia is associated with the damage to the Cerebellum Correct

Medulla oblongata



Cerebrum

Pons

6 In urinary bladder innervations, internal sphincter relaxation is controlled by Somatic pathway

Parasympathetic pathway Correct

Sympathetic pathway

None of these

7 Pectoralis major skeletal muscle is an example of which part of human body ? Chest Correct

Head and neck

Forearm

Leg

8
The intracellular and extracellular concentration values of Potassium (K+) ion is 4 mM and 155 mM
respectively. What is the equilibrium potential of K+ ? Given that: R= 8.314 L/K/mol, T= 300K, F= 96500
Coulombs / mol

-84 mV

-94 mV Correct

-104 mV

-74 mV

9 The ideoventricular rate in human beings is approximately 50-65 bpm

70- 85 bpm

30 to 45 bpm Correct

90-105 bpm

10 Which of the following type of electrode measures the Electroencephalogram (EEG) ? Scalp electrode

Cortical electrode

Depth electrode



All, Scalp electrode, Cortical
electrode and Depth electrode

Correct

11 Which of the following is not an advantage of Ag / AgCl electrode ? Non polarizing

Photosensitivity Correct

Low spontaneous noise

Chemical stability

12 Normal central venous pressures range from 0 to 10 cm H2O Correct

11 to 20 cm H2O

21 to 30 cm H2O

31 to 40 cm H2O

13 In sensor characteristics, the smallest incremental quantity that can be measured with certainty is called Accuracy

Precision

Reproducibility

Resolution Correct

14 Which of the temperature sensor is an example of change in voltage/ current ? Thermocouples

pn junction diodes

Both, Thermocouples and pn
junction diodes Correct

Resistance Temperature Devices

15 What is the normal range of partial pressure of CO2 in blood ? 33‒48 mm Hg Correct

80‒104 mm Hg

50‒74 mm Hg

12‒ 25 mm Hg

16 Which of the following makes the use of polycarbonate? Heart valves



Dialysis membranes Correct

Drug delivery carriers

Nerve regeneration tubes

17 Systemic toxicity test of biocompatibity belongs to which of the following group ? Group I

Group II Correct

Group III

All of these

18 Muscle contraction involving decrease in muscle length is called Isometric

Eccentric

Concentric Correct

Fatigue

19 Which of the following parameter is determined by Cardiotachometer ? Blood pressure

Cardiac output

Stroke volume

Heart rate Correct

20 Which of the following material is used in the membrane in dialysis ? polyvinyl chloride

cellulose Correct

polyethylene

chitin

21 The disc of the Tilting-Disc artificial heart valve is composed of Pyrolactic carbon Correct

Dacron

Teflon



PTFE

22 For the treatment of glaucoma and diabetic eye disease, which of the following laser is widely used ? He-Ne laser

Argon laser Correct

CO2 laser

Nd:YAG laser

23 During the flow of current through the human tissue, at what minimum frequency, both the faradic and the
electrolytic effects are largely eliminated ? 50 kHz

100 kHz

200 kHz

300 kHz Correct

24 The glass filters used in spectrophotometry are designed to be Low-pass

High-pass

Bandpass

All of these Correct

25 In Electrophoretic mobility (µ), if V is the rate of migration of a component and E is the electric field strength,
then mathematical expression for µ is: VE

V/E Correct

E/V

1/EV

26 The gas supplied by the hospital is regulated and maintained at _______ kPa at the wall outlet. 240-325

265-375

275-345 Correct

220-310



27 Rad or Gray is the X-ray unit describing the Quantity of radiation received by
patient

Correct

Quantity of radiation received by
radiation workers

Quantity of radioactive material

Both, Quantity of radiation
received by patient and Quantity
of radiation received by radiation
workers

28 Which of the following interaction takes place between x-ray and matter for the radiation <10 KeV ? Compton

Coherent Correct

Pair production

Photoelectric

29 CT scan is often combined with_________ to confirm if the tumour is benign or malignant. Flouroscopy

MRI

SPECT

PET Correct

30 CT image matrix size has an important effect on Image noise Correct

Scan time

CT number values

All of these

31 Which of the following is used as the cooling agent for the MRI magnet ? Neon

Argon

Xenon

Helium Correct

32 Hip abduction and adduction are associated with _________plane. Transverse



Saggital

Frontal Correct

All of these

33 The tension generating capability of muscle tissue is 100 N/ cm2. How much tension may be developed in the
muscle for the 10 cm2 cross section area ?

980 N

1000 N Correct

9800 N

10000 N

34 Which of the following is true for muscle power ? The ability to exert tension over a
time

Group of muscle generate torque
at joint

The rate of torque production Correct

All of these

35 Which of the following is not a part of the external component in cochlear implant ? Electrode array Correct

Microphone

Speech processor

Transmitter

36 Tadoma method is important for the device development of the Tactual vision substitution

Auditory vision substitution

Visual auditory substitution

Tactual auditory substitution Correct

37 Which of the following is an example of non-energy storing prosthetic feet ? Dynamic response foot

Single axis foot Correct



Multi axis foot

All of these

38 The biggest element (in size) in a transistor is Emitter

Base

Collector Correct

Collector-Base Junction

39 The output impedance of a transistor is Very low

Low

Zero

High Correct

40 Which of the following is an example of non linear application of op-amp ? Comparator Correct

Simple inverting amplifier

Non-inverting amplifier

None of these

41 How many AND gates are required for the expression Z= AB + CD + E ? 1

2 Correct

3

4

42 Which of the following is the Universal Flip-flop ? D flip-flop

Master slave flip-flop

J-K flip-flop Correct

S-R flip-flop



43 Which of the following is a type of transformation time variable ? Time flip

Time shift

Time scale

All of these Correct

44 Which of the following is true for a “periodic function” ? Period T = π

Period T = 2π

f (t + T) = f (t) Correct

f (t + T) = ‒f (t)

45 Which of the following operation is transformed into algebraic operations by fourier transform ? Convolution

Differentiation

Integration

All of these Correct

46 What is the typical value of functional residual capacity (FRC) in normal, healthy male ? 1200 cm3

2400 cm3 Correct

3600 cm3

4800 cm3

47 The lead-zirconate-titanate (PZT) used in medical ultrasound has a disadvantage of? High acoustic impedance Correct

High electromechanical conversion
efficiency

High dielectric constant

Low intrinsic loss

48 In functional electrical stimulation (FES), generally the stimulation frequency is kept ______ to prevent muscle
fatigue. High



Low Correct

Zero

Very high

49 In defibrillator, generally, for a shock applied to electrodes on the skin surface of the patient’s chest, durations
are on the order of 0.1‒5 ms

3‒10 ms Correct

20‒35 ms

40‒60 ms

50 Which of the following radioactive emission is most harmful to the human tissue ? Gamma Emissions

Beta Emissions

Alpha Emissions Correct

None of these

51 A detailed description of the methodology of research is included in, Conference paper

Thesis Correct

Article

Journal paper

52 Research ethics include, Honesty Correct

Accuracy

Data collection method

None of these

53 The purpose of the bibliography in a report is: Useful for extended research

Provides authenticity to report

Helpful in looking different
perspectives of research



All of these Correct

54 Questionnaires that offer the flexibility to respondent to answer in their own words is called, Open –ended questions Correct

Schedule

Closed ended questions

Combined questionnaire

55 The observer is a part of the phenomena or group which is observed and he acts as both an observer and a
participant is called, Participant observation Correct

Sampling

Coding

Direct observation

56 Data entails measurement in which numbers are used directly to represent properties of things are: Primary data

Qualitative data

Secondary data

Quantitative data Correct

57 Description of things made without assigning numeric value is called, Secondary data

Qualitative data Correct

Primary data

Quantitative data

58 Which one of these is called territorial data? Resources endowment Correct

Ownership

Age

Gender

59 Which of the following is not covered under Intellectual Property Rights? Copyrights



Patents

Trade marks

Thesaurus Correct

60 An appropriate source to find out descriptive information is................ . Bibliography

Directory

Encyclopedia Correct

Dictionary

61 In the process of conducting research ‘Formulation of Hypothesis’ is followed by, Statement of Objectives

Analysis of Data

Selection of Research Tools Correct

Collection of Data

62 A reasoning where we start with certain particular statements and conclude with a universal statement is called, Deductive Reasoning

Inductive Reasoning Correct

Abnormal Reasoning

Transcendental Reasoning

63 Which of the following is the first step in starting the research process? Searching sources of information
to locate problem

Survey of related literature

Identification of problem Correct

Searching for solutions to the
problem

64 In relations to research related data, Mean, Median and Mode are: Measures of deviation

Measures of error

Ways of sampling



None of these Correct

65 M is the son of Q. N is M’s sister and she has a daughter R and a son E. Y is maternal aunt of R. How is Y
related to N? If N has only one brother. Brother in law

Sister

Mother

Sister in law Correct

66 Find the missing term in the given number series.
5, 25, 7, ……. , 9, 19 28

27

22 Correct

23

67 Find the missing term in the given number series.
5, 11, 21, 35, ……. 53 Correct

55

57

63

68 Find the missing term in the given number series.
1, 10, 25, 46, ……. 83

73 Correct

77

86

69 Find the missing term in the given number series.
62, 64, ……. , 32, 14, 16 28

27

30 Correct



32

70 Find the missing term in the given number series.
2, 10, 30, …… , 130

66

86

78

68 Correct

71 Find the missing term in the given alphabet series. ACG, DGL, GKQ, …… MPY

JOV Correct

LOS

IMV

72 Sampling which provides for a known non zero chance of selection is: Probability sampling Correct

Non-probability sampling

Multiple choice

Analysis

73 Failure to acknowledge the borrowed material (Take and use of others material as one’s own) is called, Acknowledgement

Plagiarism Correct

Foot-note

Citation

74 A short summary of Technical Report is called, Abstract Correct

Publication

Article

Guide

75 When a hypothesis is stated negatively it is called, Relational hypothesis



Null hypothesis Correct

Situational hypothesis

Casual hypothesis

76 Concepts which cannot be given operational definitions are ………… concepts. Verbal

Oral

Hypothetical Correct

Operational

77 ………….. is a way to systematically solve the research problem. Technique

Operations

Research methodology Correct

Research Process

78 “A system of systematically interrelated concepts definitions and propositions that are advanced to explain and
predict phenomena” is known as, Facts

Theory Correct

Values

Generalization

79 “Empirically verifiable observation” is: Fact Correct

Theory

Value

Statement

80 Research undertaken for knowledge sake is: Pure research Correct

Action research

Pilot study



Survey

81 Scientific method is committed to, Neutrality

Ethics

Proposition

Objectivity Correct

82 Basing conclusions without any bias and value judgment is, Facts

Specificity

Values

Objectivity Correct

83 Facts or information’s are analyzed and critical evaluation is made in, Survey

Action Research

Analytical research Correct

Pilot study

84 Motivation Research is a type of …………… research Quantitative

Qualitative Correct

Pure

Applied

85 A research which follows case study method is called, Clinical or diagnostic Correct

Casual

Analytical

Qualitative

86 Identifying causes of a problem and possible solution to a problem is, Field study



Diagnostic study Correct

Action study

Pilot study

87 Which of the following is an example of primary data? Book

Journal

Newspaper Correct

Census report

88 Which of the following is a funding agency for sponsored research projects? RBI

DST Correct

All nationalized banks

PTI

89 Converting a question into a Researchable problem is called ………… Solution

Examination

Problem formulation Correct

Problem solving

90 The formulated problem should have, Originality Correct

Values

Coherence

Facts

91 A ……………… is an abstraction formed by generalization from particulars. Hypothesis

Variable

Concept Correct



Facts

92 Concepts are ……………. of Research. Guide

Tools Correct

Methods

Variables

93 Analogies are sources of ………………. Data

Concept

Research

Hypothesis Correct

94 Propositions which describe the characteristics are …………. Hypothesis. Descriptive Correct

Imaginative

Relational

Variable

95 A Hypothesis contributes to the development of …………. Theory Correct

Generalization

Evolution

Concept

96 The chief merit of survey is, Adaptability

Sensibility

Connectivity

Versatility Correct

97 The final stage of a survey is ………………. Calculation



Field work

Assignment

Reporting Correct

98 The Report submitted when there is a time lag between data collection and presentation of Result is called, Thesis

Interim report Correct

Summary report

Article

99 ………………. is called publication in a Research journal. Guide

Popular report

Research article Correct

Format

100 Bibliography generally includes, Foot note

Quotations

List of books referred Correct

Biography


